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On Mean Values and Geometrical Probabilities in E舟

By 

Shigeru OSHIO 

(Re心:eivedFebruary 3， 1955) 

1 ntroduction. In this report V. 3， pp. 35-43， we treated the subject in the Euclidean 

three-台paceE3 [5J. * The aim of the present paper is to generalize my previous result 

[5J in an Euc1idean n-space En・Forthe purpose， we shall f凶 tdefine the uniform-

figure-systems in En in the same manner as befor， and discuss the subj配 tunder c1assified 

cases. 

!3 1. Definition 

1.1. Covering of Euc1idean Space E n ・

Letσ。be a c10sed hypersurface in the Euclidean n-space Eη.  Let us define a 

discontinuous rigid motion Tl which operates uponσ。andsatisfies with the following 

condition (α). Let us begin with marking σo at its initial position in E n ・Ifwe operate 

T1 uponσo.σ。willmove to the next position. Again， let us mark σ'0 at such a position. 

Let us set也efollowing condition (α)， that is; (α) The tωo adjacent surfaces have 

a part of them in common but neither of them has any inner μint of the domain 

enclosed旬 theother suげ前ein common. Let us op告凶e T1and T71upon内 in the 

same direction**) i1-tim田 inall， then we obtain a tubiformsurfaceσ1 which is joined 

by i1-pi，氏自 ofσopiece by pi配 e.Subsequently， let us define anoth町 rigidmotion T 2 

which operat，田 uponσ1in a direction which is independent of that of T 1 and satisfies 

with the condition (α). Again， operating T2 and T;;1 uponσ1 i2-t出回 inall， we obtain 

a leaf-like hypersurface which is∞m伊 sedof iz-pi氏自 ofσ1piece by pi配 e.Let us 

denote this leaf-like hypersurface byσ2・

In such a manner， let us suppose that the construction， by means of which a 

series -(円}of hypersurfa田 sand a series {T" } of discontinuous rigid motions of which 

T" operates upon円ー1九一t加 esin common with T;1 and satisfies the condition (α)， 

are defined， in succession， k=1，2，...， n， and a c10sed hypersurface IJ'n is obtained at 

last. Then 円 wi1lbe composed of i1 iz .. .in -pi町田 ofsurfaces congruent toσo，or in 

other words， the whole domain which is enc1o~d by IJ'n is divided into れら...in -pi配 es

each of which is congruent to the domain enc10s日dbyσo without overlapping or without 

町 Numberin brackets refer to the bibliography at the end of the paper. 

梢) It句nbe proved that any given rigid motion in En is the resultant of a uniquely defined 

rotation and a uniquely defined translation along the axis of the rotation. 
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leaving gaps. After this construction， if we increase i1 ， iz 九 1and i!! tO. infini匂r

simu1taneously， the whole space En is co'¥町臼dby ∞η-pieces of c1omains， each being 

congruent to the domain enclos 巴d by Uo ， 預w札ithoutoverlapping or w担N月市，i辻thoutleaving g呂a占ps.

N又owleε t us call such a c∞β ns油truction“a cove包r唱t七旬ir泊ng0ぱ，fEn by σ内0

σ町'0，"a fundamenta1' cel1“ in the covering and each domain which is ぽ rangedby the 

covering， " a unit cell“in the covering. 

1.2. Uniform Figure Systems 

Connecting with the above covering of En by σ。ラletus define the uniform arrangements 

of figures. For the purpose， let us prepare the fol1owing figure-set: 

(k) A set 6k = { } of h-dimensional manifolds (j = 1， 2，.・・，1う)，tく∞ and the 
1 

s11m.キ)of k-dimensional meaらurεof ( 1， 2，・..， Jう)is finite. 
j 

Explai孔ing in detai1， the meaning of the above 制 initionis 出 follows. For h = 0， 乙庁
0 

r陀e仁du配C芭伐sap。吋ir批1北taお.u吋c1the Sl叩mロ10ぱfze臼'1'亀刀ひO一寸:lim江1色匂n芯.81ωon沼叫a1measure 0ぱf 's 討i呂 ε悶q口11a泣It加othe num主nbeぽr 
J ム

of th脱 抑i日比即日均孔 Forle c=l，刀凶ucesa curve and胸 one-dimerぉional問 asure

ofイisequal to its curve 出回 forth.Now， if we cover a fundamental 

cell 0'0 attached with a set 61， of k-dimensional manifolds， every unit cell will bθalloted 

with a figu-re set 6" . 

At this let 11S select the figur之 set6" in the covering of Eηby Uu with 6'~ ， 

C{3) every sel at all unit cells may仰 tinterseci with ωy set at another cells. 

in such a covering of E n by 0・oattached with a figule set (5ペIetus call an original 

set lS" of たdimensional the name of fundamen士alfigure“and evεry 

one alloted to each unit cel1， "the unit figure.“In consequence， we shal1 obtain such a 

uniform arrangement of the unit figure alloted to each unit cell In whole space E n • 

Iロtheend， 1εt us cどossout all the hypersurfaoes， then 'Ne obtain a uniform 

arrangement of a unique figure set (日 inE". 1説明 classifysuch a uniform arrangement 

of ぴ"inEn corresponding to the kind of the fundamelコ土alfigure (k) by ca1ling "uniform-

k-dimensional manifold-sy試合m in En“. Hence， 

(0) a uniform-point一品.ystem，

(1) a uniform-curve-system， 

(2) a unifonn-surJ:ace-system， 

(k) a uniform-6" -syはen

(n-1) a uniform--hypersurface--system. 

~ 2Q in _En 

2.1 Set of points of a finite number. Let ，_0 be a set } of points P i (i二 1，2，..ヲp)

which are fixεヨinEu and .I'I' a closecl hype1'surface whos色 n-dimen弓ionalenclos仁dvolume 

勺 Weshall speak it by calling k一dimensionalmeasu問。 inthe following 
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is V and which moves in E n ・

Then， using the kinematic density， by W. Blaschke [1] 
'Il }1-1 

~ IIsi II φ'j (1) 
i~l j~l 

we can obtain the following formula， which reprεsents the total measure of positions of 

moving ~ by which a fixed point P is contained， that is， 

where 

戸=ι V，
β亡 ~;t

円 2'ηz一1π ; (n一卜

ば:.Jnニ~吋ω叫j ω仙口.ω向J1一千J~~千r(山引子記引子己咋)戸f丙i←刊j弓ι町一 ， 

(2) 

2π2 
ιJiニ二子 • .一

1711iー) (3) 

Then the total measure of the positions of Sl' which contains som巴 pointsof 5 is given 

by the formula 

I mSf: = p!2n V， 
@;11.¥i:ヰO

(4) 

where m represents the number of the points of (5 contained in .\~ at a position and the 

integration is extended aI1 over the inters巴:ctionpoints of s and Kl'. 

2.2 Uniform-poil1t-system and moving swiace. 

(1). Let us take a uniform-point-system in En which is defined by the fundamental cell 

attached with p-poil1ts and move a closed hypersurface .ir whose n-dimensional volum合 isV. 

Let us estimate the mean value of the number of points belonging to the system which 

are containecl by $7 at a position. 

Let us proceed our treatment comp孔ringwith my preuious paper [5] in Eo・

(2) In the same manner with that in the case of E3 ， let us begin with the definition 

of the domain ~X which consists ofμ1 1~2 ...μJ1-pI配 esof unit-cel1. Hereμi-pieces are 

lying along the direction corresponding to T i・ Then，we obtain a" point-set ?s証

belonging・ tothe system which is contained in the dom司in~1 and consists of p IIμi points. 

Hereupon， defining two domains '~( and ~l after the analogy to the case E3， we can 

obtain the superset I.s"Y and the subset ~j，i ーか to the set I.s''''' Here， ~'er consists of 

ρ1l(山卜211i)-points of the system ancl ~Il江 ~'-a ，ρ{II (/1; +2的 )-IlCp.i .~ 2め )-pointsoI 
zニ己 i~l

the system. 

(3) Under thεse preparations， let us estimate the mean value of the number of points 

of the uniform-point-system which are contained by a moving dosed hypersmiace St. 

First， applying (4) f，οr the point-set ~"lu ， we obtain 

n 

nz段= V. Il (/.1; +2νι 〉
キ0

l=l 

where p dεnotes the l111mber of points of the syste立1il1 a unit cei1 

volume by sf and .Q" is given by (3). 

(5) 

Y the enclosed 

If we divide the integral at the left sicle of (5) into two parts 1 pξ ヱ and Ip五日 : Ip日 is 
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such a total田 easureof the position of .R' as the origin P attached to .~ 1S contained in 

m: and IpEa. 1S the rest of the integraI. Then， we can rewrite (5)， as follows， 
n 

IPEiα十Ipζ砥=ρ{JnVIJ (f1.i十2Vi). (6) 
Zコ 1

In the same way as befor， if we聞出帥 byJ m企蜘 to凶 measureof positions of 
PEIf 

.R' so that P attached to ~ may be contained in a unit cell 1) and sl' may contain m(与1)

-points of the system， we can expr田 sIp巴J江， as follows， 
n 

Ipξ'<1-=IJ μ I m~ 
P己If

On the same account as before， we can put 

(7) 
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and therefore 
lim Ipζ昨tm一一一一 =0

山一今回 E μt (8) 

n 

Now， if we divide the both members of (6) by IIμand take account of (7) and (8)， 

we obtain the following equation as the limit equation as 附 シ∞(i=1，2，・・・ ，n) 

J m.~= pJ2nγ 
pε。

On the other hand， the tatal measure of Sf at such positions P attached to ð~ is 

(9) 

contained in a unit cell 1) is given as follows， 

f身= {JnC中

F巳o

where C denotes the volume of a unit cell 1). 

Hence， dividing (9) by (10)， we obtain the following theorem. 

THEOREM L W hen a closed hytersurface sl' of the n-dimensional volume V moves in 

En where a uniform-toint-system is defined， the mean value ui of the number of 

(10) 

toints of the system contained in sl' ， is given by 

ト ρ51
(11) 

whereρdenotes the number of toints belonging to a unit cell and the volume of a unit 

cell。

It is a mattεr of course that the above theorem comprises the corresponding cases of 

n= 2 [3J， or 3 [5J as its special case， and 函 isgiven by the same expression 

independently of the dimension of the space. 

Consequently， in the special case in which the number of points contained by S~ under 

these copiigur泣ion，is exc1usively limitE正1to ml or rn2 >仰 2与フ theprobability 
。V-Cm2

Pl for the cas色 thatthe munber in qu田 tionis is given Pl - rー ーォ 111every 
G(幻宮1寸 作 ノ

勺 111order to save trouble of reexplanation of the same procedure， we shall speak of the 
日quation(10) as "a Iimit 巴quation by covering proced町 eof the whole space En with the 

色quation(4)“ 
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numb巴rof d泊lension.

~ 3. Uniform-sk -System and Moving Manifold W . 

3.1. Mean vaIue oI the measure Sk+r-n (sk n~r). 

(1) In En Let 士 u凶s define a u叩ni肋fおor叩I庇m-sk一もsy戸st恒em which is む∞οI郎1お拭s説t廿ru叫lct句edb防ythe 

fu耐nd畑叫alf匂培町ure叩剖士 skぱ k-d寸i耐E江me町l陀len

r-寸di加I口me臼叩n裕凶s説釦io∞naImanifold ~r wl加1旧os配er-寸dimensionaIvolume is finite. Now， we assume that 

f十k-n孟 oand let sk n ~r be出e(r十k-n)-dimensionalmanifolds of the intersection 

of some of sk 's wi出伊 andSk付 -n (sk n Sfr) (k+r-n)-dimensional volume of the 

intersection sk r干S'fr. Here， when r+k-n=O， So (sk n S'fr) denotes位lenumber of 

in士ersectionpoints of sk n ~r • Then let us estimate the mean value Sk+r-n (sk n ~r ) 

of Sk+r-n (sk n ~r). 

(2) At this time， we have a satisf配toryformula C 4コbyL. A. Santalo. Adjusting 

it to the p問 sentc田:e，we can位 pr邸 sit as foIIows. Let Ck be a fixed k-dime凶 onal

manifold and S'fr a moving r-dimensional manifold in En. 1f r+k-n註 0，we have 

where 

.r Sk+r-n (0 nSfr)企=ふz+叫 h ~ Sk (0) Sr (~r) ， (2) 
Wk W) 

Ckn S'frキO

!2n+l =ω1ω2…ωn-1ωn ， 

i+1 

'2π2 
α1! 一一~っーででマで一

Flltー
Further， let us use the fol1owing formula by L. A. SantaIo C4J which gives 

偲 pr出 sionto the totaI measure of positions of 伊 whichleave a point of ~r invariant. 

That is， 

.r d ~，-[PJ =!2n 
(13) 

Tota! 

(3) . Let us fincl the mean value of Sk+r-n (sk nS'fつ.1n the covered space E n ， let 
n 

us地 .ea domain羽whichcon同insIl ，ui-pie::es of unit ceI1 () and a fi郡昨剥 ß~which 
i~l 

is comistdof hμi-pi氏自 ofunit figure sk. And也.entwo domains宮 and現 ora 
i~1 

h 
figur田 uperset<5蕊 anda subset ß~ -w are determined with reference to ~r. Then， using 

(12)， we have 

fい n(6Ld〉持己主任士盟主主ι Sk(<5k) Sr (~r) 九十2v i )・ (14)
ωhωr ~1 

6Lnrキ0

N帆 i加n蜘 s阻a悶 m脚 an蹴1
P巴9

a total measure of positions of S'fr as the origin P of the moving frame attached to W is 

contained in a unit cell {) and 伊 hascommon points with the lli1it figure sk. Taking 

the same pr∞edure as in S 2，2. (2)， we can obtain the limit equation by the ∞，vering 

procedure of the whole space En with the above foxmula (14)， as follows， 
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f (6kn反r) 
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Jも1士1竺主主二竺 Sk (6") Sγ 
(!J.k正1Jr

(15) 

On the other hand; the total measur色 ofSl'r at sucha position as P attached to Str is 

contain吋 ina unit cell of the 可stemis given using (13)， as follows， 

Ii{=ιc 
lうE三，J

(16) 

where C denotes the n-dimensional volume of a unit cell. Dividing (15) with (16)， we 

have the following theorem. 

THEOREM 2. 1iV hen a r-dimensional St.rωhose r-dimensional volume is 

moves in E n ωhere a (5h is the 11句 an

value SI1-+-ァ-n(6/0 dl'r) 

the intersectio幻:ElhntCfr is 

the (k十

島y

一 ωnωr+k-n
d‘ ，  α Jkωv  

where Skく isthe sum k-di司mensio幻al volume the set 

( 61? nStr) 01 

(1'1) 

to 

61， a幻d the r-dl:mensional v叫umeof .ii' and C the幻-dimensionalvolume 

cell. 

Consequently; it has been definitely shown吋 theformula (17) that the above m明日

value 1s the same with one in the case that the uniform-figure-system is constructed 

by SV as the fUl1da'11ental figure and 6'" is employed for the moving 

3.2 Special cases of the theorem (2). 

(1) Case (1) fl=l， ず=n-1

Now， r+k-n=O， so that ((5k nSJ:r ((51 日presentsthe number m 

of intersection-poil1ts of 61 with 仲t 人

Therfore 

一 一一一一一一一 (1)，1 ω .L}7'1'1_1 [1(千)m = So iiSい-1) 二1 三-， 竺 と

5 仇 -1 C (18) 

The formula gives the mean value of thεnumber of the intersectiol1-points of the 

11loving hypersぼ face(5 of the (幻-l)-dimensionalvolume with the curves of the 

uniform-curve 61 -systern definecl a curve-set of length L. 

For犯ニ1， (Ce) 0 reduces a set i} of some say i =ρand lSl reduces a set of 

line-s昭:rnents.Then m del10tes the number of the points of H ， Pz ，・ ，.Pρ) v!hi.ch 

TL 
stal1d 011 the set 61 at a mornent. Accordil1g to (18)， we have m = 

For n=2， ~1 reduces a set of CUl'V出 ofthe total length l . th合 rneanvalue弱

。fth邑 numberof int創刊tionpoint of with the uniform curve--syE蛇rnin the plane amount 

21.L 
to 

This 1S in accord 平凡ththe :r巴sultin the L ~ iA ~ Sant丹LloC3J. For n=3， :，';:2 

reduces a set of sw:faces of the total surface area F， the mean value rn of the il1tersection 

points of S~2 with the curves of the system 1S given by (18)， as follovl1sフ
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LE m=-zc 
The result is identical with that which we obtained in the previous paper C5J. 
Case (II) k=2， r=n-1. 
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1n the present case， k+r-n= 1， so that SkH-n (6k nSir ) =51 (62 nStn-1) represents 

curve length of inters配 tionsof 日 withSfn-1 . 

Therefore 

S2 (62) 5n-1 (.ifn-1) 
言=51 ((52 n，R'n-l') =一一一一一 円一一一一一一

自)2ωn-l V 

or 7r~ r(-+) F. /n-1 

s = 2r( n;l) C (19) 

where F is 52 (62)， pr，配isely，the total surface area of 62 and ん~1 is the (n -1 ) 

-dimensional volume of Sfn-l. 

For n= 2， Sfn-1=i佼1 reduc田 aset of curves of the total αrrve-length 1. Then 6~ is a 

set oI'c1osed curves of the total plane area F. For s which is the mean value of the 

length of the curve segments which are inc1uded by the c10sed curves belong ing to the 

uniform-:5z -system， we have 

F.l 
s= c- (20) 

For n= 3， Sfn-l=Sf2 reduces a s巴tof surfaces of the total surface area f， 62 is a set of 

surfaces of the total sぽ facearea F. 1n the pr，田entcase， denotes the mean value of也e

leng仕1of the in除rsection-cぽV田 ofmoving Sf2 with the uniform-合urface (52 -system. 

Then， we have 

τπ.F-f 
，，- 4C (21) 

This is the same with the r，田ultwhich we obtained in the previous paper C5J. 

4. G田metricalProbabiliti<田.

4.1. Kinematic formula and geometrical probabi1i田.

Let us suppose that a uniform-curve-寸systemis defined with a fundamental cell of 

n-dimensional volume and a fundamental curve-set of the total length L in En. Now; 

taking a convex hypersurface sf of the (n-1)-dimensional volume /n-l which enclos田 a

n-dimensional manifold &1 of the volume V， let sf move in the space En ・Then，we 

can c1assify sf I s position with reference加 theuniform-curve-syst田 1 into three cases指

follows; 

( i) sf inc1ud田 completelyone or any pieces of curves belonging to the uniform-

curve-syste百1，

( ii) sf has common points with the uniform-curve-system， 

(iii) 足並1 has no common point with the uniform-curve-system. 

Let us estimate the probabi1ities P i (i = 1， 2， 3) for one of the above cla路 ifi凶回ses

which may occur. For the purpose， we have the foI1owing kinematic formula (2) in 
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the euc1id四 mspace En by S.S.Chern， 

J くの〉 ω 1 日 ω く1)
K D1 ) 2.:1 = J n ( 1¥11' ~ V 十M" Vo+-'-L 川 M" l~" .}， (22) 

η n-l 多 h=O1 h+ lj J.Y--i l? LY..4. n-2=k 

where K (Do .D1 )=1"-1 X (Do・DI). 

1n our case， we have fol1owing values for fundamental curve-set as the fixed fiqurρe玄。;

Wo=o， M~に (0) 

Mη-1 =ωn-，.1 ， 

and for the clos邑dhypersurface ~ as tb.e moving figure L1 V 1γ Moく1)ニ

If we denotεthεnumber of the intersectiol1 points of J1' with the curves of the system 

by m in general， 'Ne have 

K CDo . D1) = m ωn-1. 

Moreover， according to our symbol， 

reduces as follows， 

Jm止=品 V十旦ヲ;百一 L

@¥ nG1 0¥二O

equals to JJη. Then， th合 kinematicformula(22) 

(23) 

Now， let us suppose to take a domain買inthe space En covered with the uniform-curve-

system and denote the curve制ぱ thesystem in京by5~ ， then using (23)，問 have

ぽ=(川十円才二主 -M-1〉?(μ1巾 i). 

@1パ6計。

In蜘 samemanner as in S 2.2， (2)， denoting by Sf such a total measure of 
P巴o

positions of貸出 theorigin P attached to Kf is co日tainedin a l.mit cell () and (¥) 1 h部

common points with some of the Clぼvesin () and taking the covering procedure of the 

whole space E n wi出 (24)，we have thεfollowing limit equation， 

日一ト一ω
一寸

ト
ヲ十v

 
n
 

内
国一一

.ω
乱

帆
M

P
1
1
/
 

(25) 
pε。

Hereupon， we can divide the integral standing at the left side of (25) into tow pぽ ts，

that is 

f身十 fmshzgnV4-E足立fゴ L.fn← 1 ， 
(s C'.品 @ln~ 寺。

where [ repr，εsents any pieces of curves belonging to a unit cell. 

On批 otherhand，th integral f仰 canbe written by (15) as fol1ows， 
(5' lii'iキO

fmbf-q L 
ωn-lω1 

Glll~ キO

(26) 

f止 JJ"V → 

@;C<J!l 

-b:コ)Lμ-1 (27) 
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Then， using (10)， (26) and (27)， we have 

(28) 

l;-vgω .Qn+1.WO ¥ L.J， 一万ト( n-1 一瓦二一戸一)一万一，

ー ωn • ωo L.ん一1
一 一一

ωn-lω c 

t3 = 1一(あ十tz). 

For example， for n = 3， we have 

ρ _ 4V-Lh 
1一一4C-

仇 Ljも ι=4(C-V〕-LA
1'"' - 2C ' 1'6- 4C 

The result is identical with the one which we ob同inedth巴previouspaper in出espace E3 
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